
	

AXA-4CNS850A 
Has 4 stereo or 8 mono local analogue 
source inputs. These inputs are 
available locally to the zones fed from 
this amplifier or over Ethernet to other 
4CNS850A amplifiers. 
 
ANY INPUT - ANY OUPUT 
Distributed over a standard 100Mbit 
Ethernet network up to 64 mono or 32 
stereo inputs can be sent to a limitless 
number of outputs. 
 
MULTI-ZONE 
By connecting multiple 4CNS850A 
amplifiers to an Ethernet switch local 
input sources from each amplifier can 
be distributed to any output zone so 
music can be enjoyed in multiple areas 
simultaneously without disrupting 
others. 
 
CONTROL 
Accommodates the latest in smart 
control and automation systems by 
being  controllable via RS232, RS485, 
DyNet and Ethernet.  
 
SPEED + MASS = POWER  
Utilising a powerful Digital Signal 
Processing Core (DSP) to move a 
massive amount of data at a very fast 
rate.  This eradicates any potential 
latency in data transfer delivering real-
time audio playback and enhancing 
seamless operation of the entire system. 

NETWORK 
For network efficiency the AXA CN 
Series of modules minimise the use of 
multicast traffic, where network data is 
sent to every device connected to the 
network.  The maximum channel 
capacity (limited by Ethernet network 
bandwidth) is 32 simultaneous 
transmitted stereo audio channels using 
the 4CNS850A or AXA-CNI4A. 
 
PURE AUDIO 
Uncompressed 24-bit audio is 
distributed at 48-kHz sampling rate for 
the ultimate in playback performance. 
 
NOT ALL CREATED EQUAL 
With a 7-band parametric equaliser for 
each zone; preset and custom equaliser 
settings can be programmed for instant 
recall at the touch of a button or manual 
adjustment for those that like to fine 
tune. 
 
CobraNet™ COMPATIBLE 
CobraNet is a technology recognised as 
the standard for commercial digital 
audio transport  This technology 
enables routing and distribution of real 
time multichannel high quality digital 
audio over fast Ethernet. In addition to 
audio transport, CobraNet provides 
remote control and monitoring. 

AXA-4CNS850A 
4 INPUT ETHERNET EXPANDABLE 4 ZONE DISTRIBUTION 
AMPLIFIER 

4 analogue input, Ethernet audio distribution in/out, 8x50Watt Amplifier 
CN SERIES 
The AXA DESIGN CN Series digital audio distribution products are designed to offer 
maximum flexibility in distributing multiple sources over a simple to use data network.  
The range of modular products minimises cabling needs and provides flexibility to 



	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FEATURES 
- 4 stereo or 8 mono channels (not mixed)   - 2 balanced analogue audio out 
- 50W RMS output (4ohms)    - Full 20kHz audio bandwidth 
- Unbalanced audio inputs                    - Ethernet port for distribution of local inputs and for sources  
- Optional balanced inputs available on request    from other 4CNS850A’s or CNI4A’s 
- RS232, RS485 & Ethernet Controlled   - upto 85ms delay per zone (if matching video delays) 

AXA-4CNS850A 
4 Input Ethernet 4 Zone Power Amplifier 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Overall audio spec     Amplified Outputs (8 channels) 
Frequency Response      -20Hz to 20kHz +/-1dB  Nominal Power          50W per channel 
THD+N        <0.03%   THD+N 1kHz 1W                       <0.02% 
Dynamic Range       >100dB   Max Power Output at 1% THD+N, 1kHz 
ADC’s & DAC’s       -24 bit 48 kHz sampling                          4 ohm = 50W  
Line Outputs (2 Balanced)               8 ohm = 32W 
Maximum Line Output Level    6, 12, 16, 22dBu   Load Impedance          Typ 4-8 ohm (3 ohm min)  
Load Impedance        600 ohm minimum  Total Amp and PSU Efficiency   >80% 
Balanced Transformer       Like floating outputs  Protection         HF input, short circuit, over temp &  
Line Inputs - 8 Unbalanced (Balanced on request)            soft clip 
Signal to Noise Ratio       >85dB   Ambient operating temp        42 deg ºC MAX 
Input Impedance        >10kohm   Power Supply         240V 
Nominal Balanced       +4dBu (clip >22dBu)  Rack Height         1RU 
Nominal Unbalanced       -7.78dBu (clip > 14dBu) Weight          8kg 
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